Art For Learning, LLC.
TOTAL ART EXPERIENCE
With Sheryl Intrator Urman, artist and art lecturer
Impressionism: Why? When? What?
Who were these Rebels! And what was their Cause!
Register for this small group experience.
Wednesday February 22nd 2017
Includes 2 course lunch in Members Dining Room

Metropolitan Museum of Art
Meet me at the Met: at 10:45 when Sheryl Intrator Urman, artist and art lecturer, will
be our Docent and take us through Mets European Galleries that hold the most beautiful
Impressionist paintings. Gain an overview of the life and times of artists in France in the
late 1800s, learn why these rebellious artists wanted to break away from the traditional
academic art and how changes in the world helped them create a new form of Art which
is now loved the world over. Learn why artists like Claude Monet, August Renoir, Edgar
Degas, Paul Cezanne and Camille Pissarro were looked at as radicals of their time.
Lunch in the Members Dining Room, We will stop for a delightful 2 course luncheon
and enjoy the views of Central Park and chat while we partake in an exquisite dining
experience.
Then we will continue on through the galleries, stopping as an Art Nouveau Room and
learn a bit about how the Met gathers and acquires their art. And conclude our weaving
through the Impressionist Galleries ultimately viewing some Georges Seurat artwork to
learn about his powerful influence on the Impressionists!
Day begins at 10:45am ends about 3:00
INCLUDES: $130.00: Museum admission, two (2) docent tours and lunch in
Members Dining Room.
Small group experience is limited to 6 Maximum and 4 minimum.
(Note that Met requires everyone to pay group admission/even members)
Please email me (artforlearning@yahoo.com) to reserve a space and send a check
made payable to: Art for Learning, LLC.
SEND CHECK TO: Art For Learning, LLC. 330 Broad Ave., Englewood, NJ 07631.

